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OBJECTIVE

To identify strategies that promote faculty 
understanding of instructional designers’ role 
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Two parts:Why might role misconception be a problem?Discuss your current strategies or come up with strategiesFirst, please introduce yourself.



INTRODUCE YOURSELF

How did you come in contact with 
instructional design field/instructional 
designer?

How has your perspective on ID changed?
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If not ID, please state. You’re valuable to us!



CHALLENGES FACED BY ID

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Admin does not value ID

Lack of time to perform design
tasks

Lack of sufficient time to
prepare courses

Lack of understanding about
what ID do 62%

Source: 2016, The Chronicle of Higher Education
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Survey was conducted in early 2016 with 294 faculty, 179 IDs.



BIGGEST OBSTACLE TO ID SUCCESS

1. Lack of faculty buy-in, trust, understanding 
of ID role

2. Not enough time to fulfill all responsibilities

3. Limited Resources (funding for more ID, tech, 
tools)

4. Leadership/Administration doesn’t 
understand ID role or doesn’t provide 
support

Source: 2016, Intentional Future
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IF is a consultancy organization. They conduct a survey, funded in part by Bill & Gates Foundation. 853 respondents; 780 in higher edu.Are you surprised by these results? Why do we have this role misconception?  Let’s take a look at some history.



Instructional Coordinator, 
The Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (2012)

13% Growth – BLS
28% Growth – CNN Money

CNN Money (2012)
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The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Occupational Handbook does not have a category for Instructional Designer. They have something called “Instructional Coordinators”, which I think is pretty close.  According to the BLS there are 147,700 Instructional Coordinator jobs (in 2012). The field is expected to add 18,500 jobs over the next 10 years, a growth of 13%. CNN Money (2012) expected ID job growth of 28.3 percent by 2022.Source: Kim, Joshua. (2015). Instructional designers by the numbers. Inside Higher Ed. Retrieved from https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/technology-and-learning/instructional-designers-numbers



Minimum number of ID working at post-
secondary institutions in USA (2016, Intentional 
Future)

Faculty who teach online have 
worked with ID (2016, Chronicle of 
Higher Education)
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INNOVATIONS AFFECT ROLE

1920                 1950         1970        1990                  2020            

Audiovisual 
Instruction Computer

Instructional 
Television Internet

Source: Reiser, R. A., & Dempsey, J. V. (2007). Trends and issues in instructional 
design and technology.
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Generally, instructional design practice did not have a significant presence on university campuses until the late 1980s and early 1990s when Internet technology and the resulting advances in online learning models and practices became prevalent. TechnologyPedagogicalStudent success needs (data)



YOU SAID YOU ARE . . .

Instructional designer (54%)
Administrative program specialist

E-learning consultant

Information processing consultant

Instructional design consultant (19%)
Instructional technology consultant

Instrumentation innovator

Learning technology consultant

Source: 2017, Kevin Forgard, University of Wisconsin College Online
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The survey was conducted in Fall 2017 with UW institutions. Other names include Learning Architect, Learning Engineer, Instructional Multimedia Specialist.Instructional designers tend to be highly and diversely educated. 87% Master’s degree. 32% PhD. (2016, Intentional Future).



RESPONSIBILITIES

Source: 2016, Intentional Future

Design
instructional materials and courses

Manage
the efforts of faculty, admin, IT

Train
faculty to leverage technology and 

implement pedagogy

Support
faculty for technical or instructional 

challenges
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Design – new courses or redesign old courses. Design curriculum for PD. Make sure courses meet accessibility and quality standards.Train – faculty members on tools and best practices. PD. Mentor new faculty.Manage – work as liaison between admin, faculty, and IT.Support – LMS go-to, respond to phone calls, emails, migrate f-t-f courses



RESPONSIBILITIES 

72% 74% 76% 78% 80% 82% 84% 86%

Work with faculty to identify needs
and LO

Train and support faculty

Attend PD

Research emerging trends

Work with faculty to design new
courses

Work with faculty to revise or adapt
existing courses

Source: 2016, The Chronicle of Higher Education
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The top two are Design. The 3rd  and 4th are not covered by IF.7 – Create and maintain media8 – Monitor timeline resources and budget for course development9 – Design evaluative strategies to measure effectivenes



What are effective strategies to promote better 
understanding of ID role?
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Do your responsibilities align with the mission of the unit, department, and governance?Do faculty members hold prior knowledge and misconceptions about ID role?What are effective strategies to promote better understanding of ID role?



Professional Community at Large

Organization/Institution

Department/Unit

ID Team

ID
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Role communication involve more than just you – individual level.Build rapport earlyTeaching momentDevelop your story: What are your values? What do you want to be known/recognized for? How do you want to make others feel?Team/Dept:  Marketing materials, change process and namesCommunity:  Articles, conferences, organizations.



THANK YOU
anchalee@ucf.edu
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